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Let (G, p, V) be a triplet consisting of a connected linear algebraic group 
G and a rational representation p: G --t GL( V) of G on a finite-dimensional 
vector space V, all defined over the complex number field C. We call such 
a triplet (G, p, V) a prehomogeneous vector space (abbreviated PV) when 
there exists a proper Zariski-closed subset S of V such that V- S consists 
of a single p(G)-orbit. 
A prehomogeneous vector space is called regular if there exist a non-con- 
stant rational functionf(x) on V and a rational character x of G satisfying 
(1) f(p(g) x) = x(g)S(x) for any gE G and x E V- S and (2) the Hessian 
det(a2fl~xi&xj) off(x) is not identically zero. 
Let pi: G + GL( Vi) be an irreducible rational representation of a con- 
nected semi-simple linear algebraic group G on a finite-dimensional vector 
space Vi (i= 1, . . . . k). Let 6 be the action of G = GL( l)k x G on 
t = V, @ . . . 0 Vk which is the composition of pi 0 . . . 0 pk and the inde- 
pendent scalar multiplications GL( 1)” on each irreducible component Vi 
(i = 1, . . . . k). We call a triplet (G, 6, 8) a reductive prehomogeneous vector 
space if it is a prehomogeneous vector space. In the case when k = 1, such 
spaces are classified in [9]. Moreover, we have classified reductive 
prehomogeneous vector spaces when G is a simple algebraic group or a 
product of two simple algebraic groups (see [S, 6, 71). In [lo], all reductive 
prehomogeneous vector spaces of parabolic type are classified when each 
irreducible component is a regular prehomogeneous vector space. A survey 
of a classification of prehomogeneous vector spaces is found in [S]. 
In this paper, we shall classify all reductive prehomogeneous vector 
spaces (G, b, 8) when each irreducible component (GL( 1) x G, n i @ pi, V,) 
(i’ 1 3 . . . . k) is a regular prehomogeneous vector space. 
The result is given in Theorem 2.5, and we shall show that when 
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(G, jj, 8) is indecomposable, such a prehomogeneous vector space 
is obtained by certain explicit procedures from regular irreducible 
prehomogeneous vector spaces and three non-irreducible prehomogeneous 
vector spaces. 
For simplicity, we write (GL( 1 )k x G, p, + . + pk) instead of (G, fi, P). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
THEOREM 1.1 [9]. Any regular irreducible PV (GL( 1) x G, A, @ p) is 
castling equivalent to one qf the following PVs: 
(1.1) (H x CL(n), z @ A, ), where 7 is an n-dimensional irreducible 
representation of a connected semi-simple algebraic group H. 
(1.2) (CL(n), 2A ,) with n > 2. 
(1.3) (GL(2n), A,) with n 3 2. 
(1.4) (GL(2), 3n,). 
(1.5) (SL(3)xGL(2),2/1,@/1,). 
(1.6) (SL(4)xGL(m), A,@A,) with m=2, 3. 
(1.7) (SL(S)xGL(m), A,@A,) with m=3,4. 
(1.8) (SL(6)xGL(2), A20A,). 
(1.9) (CL(n), A,) with n=6, 7, 8. 
(1.10) (SL(m)xSL(m)xGL(2),A,@A,@A,) withm=2,3. 
(1.11) (Sp(n)xGL(2m),A,@A,) with n32m32. 
(1.12) (Sp(2)xGL(m),A,@A,) withm=l,2. 
(1.13) (GL(l)xSp(3), A,@A,). 
(1.14) (SO(n)xGL(m),A,@A,) withn/2>m>l andn37. 
(1.15) (Spin(7)xGL(m),spin rep.@A,) with m= 1, 2, 3. 
(1.16) (GL(l)xSpin(n),A,@spin rep.) with n=9, 11. 
(1.17) (Spin( 10) x CL(m), half-spin rep. @ A ,) with m = 2, 3. 
(1.18) (GL(l)xSpin(n),A,@half-spin rep.) with n=l2, 14. 
(1.19) ((G,)xGL(m),A,@A,) with m=l,2. 
(1.20) (E, x CL(m), A, @ /1,) with m = 1, 2. 
(1.21) (GL(l)xE,,A,@A,). 
DEFINITION 1.2. We call (G, @, 8) = of= 1 (Gj, pi, V,) the direct sum of 
triplets (G,, p,, V,) (i = 1, . . . . 1) when c = G, x . . x G,, p = p, @ 1 @ . @ 1 
+“. -t-l@ . ..@Jl@p., P= V, + . + V,. Then it is clear that 
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@i= i (Gi, pi, Vi) is a PV if and only if all triplets (Gi, pi, Vi) (i = 1, . . . . 1) 
are PVs. A triplet (G, p, 8) is said to be indecomposable if it is not the 
direct sum of some triplets. 
THEOREM 1.3 [ 11. Let (GL( 1)’ x G, p, + pz) be an indecomposable 
reductive PV with two irreducible components. Assume that each 
(GL( 1) x G, A, @ pi) (i = 1, 2) is a regular irreducible PV. Then 
(GL(l)* x G, p1 + pz) is castling equivalent to one of the following PVs. 
(1.22) (GL(l)* x Spin(7) x SL(m), spin rep.8 1 + vector rep.@A,) 
with m = 1, 2. 
(1.23) (GL(l)*xSpin(S)xSL(m), half-spin rep.@l+vector rep.@A,) 
with m = 1, 2, 3. 
( 1.24) (GL( I)* x Spin( 12) half-spin rep. + vector rep.). 
(1.25) (GL(1)*xSp(n)xSL(2)xH,/1,@/i1@1+1@a@p), where 
(H x GL(2), p Q o) is arbitrary regular irreducible PV. 
(1.26) (GL(l)*xSpin(lO)xSL(2)xH, half-spin rep.@A,@l+l@ 
o @ p), where (H x GL(2), p @ a) is arbitrary regular irreducible PV. 
(1.27) (GL(l)*xSL(n)xSL(n)xH,A,@A,@ l+l @o@p) with 
n 3 2, where (H x GL(n), p Q a) is arbitrary regular irreducible PV. 
(1.28) (GL(1)2xSL(n)xH”xH’xH,A,@t@z’@l+l@l@o@p) 
with n 3 3, H’ # ( 11, and (H” x H’, 5 0 s’) # (SL(n), A, ), where t @ 5’ is an 
n-dimensional irreducible representation of a connected semi-simple algebraic 
group H” x H’ and (GL( 1) x H x H’, A, @ p @ o) is an arbitrary regular 
irreducible P V. 
Remark 1.4. We say that two triplets are castling equivalent when one 
is obtained from the other by a finite number of castling transformations, 
and the regularity is an invariant property under castling transformations. 
In this paper, we apply castling transformations only to each irreducible 
component, because the regularity of each irreducible component depends 
on the way of applying castling transformations. For example, although 
each irreducible component of a PV (GL( 1)’ x Spin( 12) half-spin 
rep. + vector rep.) is a regular PV, its castling transform (GL( l)* x 
Spin( 12) x SL(43), half-spin rep. @A 1 + vector rep. @/ii) has non-regular 
trivial irreducible components. 
2. A CLASSIFICATION 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (GL( 1 )3 x G, p, + p2 + p3) be an indecomposable 
reductive PV with three irreducible components. Assume that each 
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(GL( 1) x G, A 1 &I pi) (i = 1, 2, 3) is a regular irreducible PV. Then 
GW3xG,~,+~,+~,) is castling equivalent to one of the following PVs: 
(2.1) (GL(1)3x(G’xSL(2))xH, (~,+p,)@l+lOA,@r), where 
(H,T) is one of (SL(2), Al), (Sp(n), ,4,) (n>2), and (,Spin(lO), half-spin 
rep.), and (GL( 1)2 x G’ x SL(2), p1 + pz) is a PV which is castling equivalent 
to one of (1.22) - (1.28) in Theorem 1.3 and satisfying (pl + p2)IsL,zJ # 1. 
(2.2) (GL(1)3~HxSL(n), (p,+p2)@1+~@/1,), where T is an 
n-dimensional irreducible representation of H satisfying the ,following condi- 
tion: there is a simple normal algebraic subgroup K of H such that ZI K # 1 
andp,~~#1forsomei(16id2),and(GL(1)2xH,p,+p2)isaPVwhich 
is castling equivalent to one of (1.22) - (1.28) in Theorem 1.3. 
(2.3) (GL(1)3~HxSL(n), o@l+z@/i,), where (GL(l)‘xH,o) is 
a direct sum of arbitrary two regular irreducible PVs, (GL( 1) x H’, p, ) and 
(GL(l) x H”, p2), and T is an n-dimensional irreducible representation of H 
satisfying the following condition: there is a simple normal algebraic sub- 
group K’ (resp. K”) of H’ (resp. H”) satisfying TI KS (resp. ZI KSz) # 1 and p, I Kz 
(resp. p21K..)# 1. 
Proof. Since (GL( 1)3 x G, pi + p2 + p,) is an indecomposable PV, we 
may assume that (GL( 1)2 x G, p, + p2) is an indecomposable PV. Then, 
since either (GL(l)‘x G, p, +p3) or (GL(1)2x G, p2+p3) must be 
indecomposable, we may assume that (GL( 1)2 x G, p2 + p3) is indecom- 
posable. Namely, we may assume that (GL( 1)’ x G, pi + p2) and 
(GL( 1)’ x G, p2 + p3) are indecomposable PVs. Let K (resp. K’) be a simple 
normal algebraic subgroup of G satisfying pi I K # 1 and p2 I K # 1 (resp. 
p21K,# 1 and pjIK.# 1). By Theorem 1.3, (GL(1)2xG,p, +p2) is castling 
equivalent to one of (1.22) - (1.28). 
First assume that (GL( 1)’ x G, p1 + p2) is castling equivalent to (1.22). If 
K = K’, namely, there is a simple normal algebraic subgroup K of G satisfy- 
ing piJK#l for any i (1 did3), then we may take K=Spin(7) and 
(GL( 1)2 x G, p1 + pj) is also indecomposable. Hence (GL( 1 )2 x G, p, + p3) 
and (GL(1)2 x G, p2 + p3) are castling equivalent to one of (1.22) and 
(1.28) by Theorem 1.3. Since (GL(l)xG, pl) (resp. (GL(l)xG, p2)) is 
castling equivalent to (GL( 1) x Spin(7), spin rep.) (resp. (GL( 1) x 
Spin(7) x SL(m), vector rep. 0 A ,)), (GL( 1) x G, p3) must be castling 
equivalent to a trivial PV (1.1 ), and hence we have (2.2). If K # K’, then 
we have K’ # Spin(7) ( = K). Since (GL( 1) x G, p2) is castling equivalent to 
(GL( 1) x Spin( 7) spin rep.) or (Spin(7) x GL(m), vector rep. 0 A, ), 
(GL(1)2 x G, pz +p3) is castling equivalent to one of (1.25) - (1.28) by 
Theorem 1.3. Namely, (GL( 1) x G, p3) is castling equivalent to (i) a trivial 
PV (1.1) or (ii) (Hx GL(2), r@A,) and K’=SL(2), where (H, z) is one of 
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(Z(2), A,), (Sp(n), /i,) (n>2), and (Spin(lO), half-spin rep.). Hence we 
obtain (2.1) and (2.2). In the case when (GL(l)‘x G, p1 +p2) is castling 
equivalent to (1.24), we obtain (2.2) by the same way as above. 
Next assume that (GL( 1)2 x G, pI + p2) is castling equivalent to (1.23) 
i.e., (GL( 1 )2 x Spin( 8) x X(m), even half-spin rep. @ 1 + vector rep. 0 A, ). 
We remark that (1.23) N (GL( 1)2 x Spin(g) x Z(m), n 0 1 +/I’@ A,) as 
PVs, where n (resp. /1’) is one of the even half-spin representation, the odd 
half-spin representation, or the vector representation of Spin(8) and ,4 # A’. 
If K= K’, then we may take K= Spin(g), and hence (GL( 1)2 x G, pi + pX) 
(i= 1, 2) is castling equivalent to one of (1.23) and (1.28) by Theorem 1.3. 
Hence (GL( 1) x G, p3) is castling equivalent to (GL( 1) x Spin(g), odd half- 
spin rep.) or to a trivial PV; namely, we have (GL( 1)3 x Spin(8) x S,!,(m), 
even half-spin rep. @ 1 + vector rep. 0 A, + odd half-spin rep. @ 1) 
(m = 1,2,3), which is a non-PV by [S] and [7], and (2.2). If K# K’, then, 
by the same argument as above, we obtain (2.1) and (2.2). 
Next assume that (GL( 1)’ x G, p, + p2) is castling equivalent to (1.25). If 
(GL(l)xG,p, (resp.p,))iscastlingequivalent to (Sp(n)xGL(2),/i,On,) 
and (GL( 1)2 x G, p1 + p3) is decomposable or castling equivalent to (1.25) 
or (1.26) (resp. (GL( 1)2 x G, p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (1.25) or 
(1.26)), then (GL( 1)3 x G, p, + p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (CL(l)’ x 
Sp(n) x SW) x G’, A 1 0 A, 0 1+ 10 (p2 + p3)(resp. + 10 (pl + p3))), and 
hence we have (2.1). Assume that (GL( 1) x G, p2) is castling equivalent to 
(Sp(n)x GL(2), Aim/l,) and (GL(l)‘x G, p2+p3) is not castling equiv- 
alent to one of (1.25) or (1.26), i.e., K’ #Z(2). Then, by Theorem 1.3, 
(GL( 1)2 x G, pz + p3) is castling equivalent to (1.27) or (1.28). Namely, 
(GL( 1) x G, p3) is castling equivalent to a trivial PV (1.1). Let K” be a 
simple normal algebraic subgroup of G satisfying p1 1 Ks, # 1 and p3 1 Kzs # 1 if 
(GL( 1)’ x G, pr + p3) is indecomposable. If (GL( 1)2 x G, pi + p3) is decom- 
posable or we cannot choose K” as K” & H with H in (l.l), then 
(GL( 1)3 x G, p, + p2 + pX) is castling equivalent to (GL( 1)3 x G’ x SL(n), 
(p, + p,)@ 1 + t@ A,), and hence we have (2.2). If K” q? H with H in 
( 1.1 ), then, by Theorem 1.3, (GL( 1 )2 x G, p 1 + p3) is castling equivalent to 
( 1.28). Namely, (GL( 1) x G, p, ) is castling equivalent to a trivial PV, and 
hence (GL( 1)3 x G, p, + p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (GL( 1 )3 x 
&C(n) x G’, A, @t + 10 (p2 + p3)), i.e., (2.2). Assume that (GL( 1) x G, pl) 
is castling equivalent to (Sp(n) x GZ,(2), A, 0.4,) and (GL( 1)2 x G, pi + p3) 
is indecomposable and not castling equivalent to one of (1.25) or (1.26). 
Then we have (2.2) by replacing p2 with pi in the above argument. In the 
case when (GL( 1 )2 x G, p1 + p2) is castling equivalent to (1.26), we obtain 
(2.1) and (2.2) by the same argument as for (1.25). 
Next assume that (GL( 1)2 x G, p, + p2) is castling equivalent to (1.28). If 
(GL( 1) x G, p 1) is castling equivalent to (H’ x H” x CL(n), T' @ T @ n 1) and 
(GL( 1 )2 x G, p 1 + p3) is decomposable or castling equivalent to (1.28) then 
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(GL(1)3 x G, p, +p2 +p3) is castling equivalent to (GL(1)3 x X(n) x G’, 
/1,@ r + 10 (pz + p3)), hence we have (2.2). If (GL( 1) x G, p2) is castling 
equivalent to (H’ x H” x CL(n), r’ 0 z @ A ,) and we cannot choose K’ as 
K’ ti H’ x H", then, by Theorem 1.3, (GL( 1)3 x G, pi + pz + p3) is castling 
equivalent to (GL(1)3 x G’x SL(n), (p, +p3)@ 1 +z@n,), and hence we 
have (2.2) or (2.3). Assume that (GL( 1) x G, p2) is castling equivalent to 
(H’ x H” x CL(n), t’ @ t @ n i ) and K’ d H’ x H”. Then, by Theorem 1.3, 
(G~5(1)~ x G, pz +p3) is castling equivalent to (1.27) or (1.28). Namely, 
(GL( 1) x G, p3) is castling equivalent to a trivial PV (1.1). Let K” be a 
simple normal algebraic subgroup of G satisfying p, 1 K,, # 1 and p3 1 K,z # 1 if 
(GL( 1)’ x G, p, + p3) is indecomposable. If (GL( 1)’ x G, p, + p3) is decom- 
posable or we cannot choose K” as K” & H with H in (1.1 ), then 
(GL( 1)3 x G, p, + p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (GL( 1)3 x G’ x Z(n), 
(pi + p,)@ 1 + r@ A,), and hence we have (2.2). If K” & H with H in 
(1.1) then, by Theorem 1.3, (GL(1)2 x G, p1 + p3) is castling equivalent to 
(1.28). Namely, (GL( 1) x G, p, ) is castling equivalent to a trivial PV, and 
hence (GL( 1 )3 x G, p, + p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (GL( 1)’ x 
SL(n) x G’, A, @t + 1 @ (p2 + p3)), i.e., (2.2). Assume that (CL(l) x G, p,) 
is castling equivalent to (H’ x H” x CL(n), r’@ r 0 n ,) and (GL( I)’ x G, 
pi + p3) is indecomposable and not castling equivalent to (1.28). Then we 
have (2.2) by an argument similar to the above. 
Finally assume that (GL( 1)2 x G, pi + p2) is castling equivalent to (1.27). 
If (GL( 1) x G, p,) is castling equivalent to (Z(n) x CL(n), /i , 0 /i ,) and 
(GL( 1)2 x G, p, + p3) is decomposable or castling equivalent to (1.27), then 
(GL( 1)3 x G, pi + p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (GL( 1)3 x SL(n) x 
SL(n) x G’, A, @A, @ 1 + 10 (p2 + p3)); hence we have (2.2). If (GL( 1) x 
G, p2) is castling equivalent to (,X(n) x CL(n), /1, @Ai) and we cannot 
choose K’ as K’ #X.(n), then, by Theorem 1.3, (GL( 1)3 x G, p, + p2 + p3) 
is castling equivalent to (GL( 1)3 x G’ x X(n) x X(n), (p, + p,)@ 1 + 
lo,4 i 0 n i); hence we have (2.2). Assume that (GL( 1) x G, p2) is castling 
equivalent to (H x CL(n), /i, 0 A,) (H= Z(n)) and K’ #H. Then, by 
Theorem 1.3, (GL(l)‘x G, p2 + p3) is castling equivalent to (1.27) or 
(1.28). Namely, K’ =X(n) or (GL( 1) x G, p3) is castling equivalent to a 
trivial PV. If K’= &5(n), then (GL(1)3 x G, p1 +p2 +p3) is of the form 
(GL(1)3 x Z(n) x H’ x X(n), rOpO1+/1,010/11+10p’O~‘) 
(z, z’ # 1). Since the generic isotropy subgroup of (SL(n) x CL(n), ,4 i @ /i T) 
is isomorphic to {(A, A); AE Z(n)}, it is a PV if and only if (G~5(1)~ x 
H’x Z(n), p@t + p’@t’) is a PV. By Theorem 1.3, (G~5(1)~ x H’x 
SL(n), p 0 z + p’@ t’) (r, z’ # 1) is castling equivalent to (1.25) N (1.28). 
Hence(GL(1)3xSL(n)xH’xSL(n),~Op01+/i,O1O~~+10p’Ot’) 
is castling equivalent to (2.1) and (2.2). In the remaining cases, we have 
(2.2) by the same argument as in the case for (1.28). (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) 
are actually PVs by Propositions 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) (GL(l)kxG’xSL(2), p,+ ... +pk) is an indecomposable PV 
satisfying (p, + . . + pk)l SLcz, # 1. 
(2) (GL(l)k+’ x(G’xSL(2))xH, (p,+ . ..+p.)@l+(l@n,)Ot) 
is an indecomposable PV, where (H, z) is one of (SL(2), A,), (Sp(n), A,) 
(n 3 2), or (Spin( lo), half-spin rep.). 
Proof: Since the GL(2)-part of the generic isotropy subgroup of 
(X42) x GW), A, 0 A, 1, (Sp(n) x GL(2), A, 0 A ,I, (SpWlO) x GW’), 
half-spin rep. @ A,) is locally isomorphic to SL(2) (see [9]), we have our 
assertion. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that (GL( 1 )k x H, p, + . . . + pk) is an 
indecomposable PV. Let ‘5 be an n-dimensional irreducible rational represen- 
tation of H satisfying the following condition: there is a simple normal 
algebraic subgroup K of H such that tl K # 1 and pilK # 1 for some i 
(1 <i<k). Then (GL(l)k+, xHxSL(n), (p,+ ... +pk)O1+rO/l,) is 
an indecomposable PV. Conversely, if it is a PV, then (GL( 1)” x H, 
p, + ... tp,) is a PV. 
Proof Since (H x GL(n), r @ /1,) is a trivial PV, this is obvious (see 
Proposition 1.7 in [6]). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that (GL( l)k x H, p, + + pk) is a direct 
sum of (GL( 1)” x H’, p, + . . . + P,~) and an indecomposable PV 
(GL( 1)’ x H”, pS+ , + . . + pk) (t = k - s 3 1). Let z be an n-dimensional 
irreducible rational representation of H satisfying the following condition: 
there is a simple normal algebraic subgroup K” of H” such that ZI n,, # 1 
and pilKFS # 1 for some i (s + 1 <id k). Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) (CL(l)“+, x HxSL(n), (p, + ... +p,)@l +z@A,) is an inde- 
composable PV. 
(2) (GL(l)k+’ xHxSL(n), (p,+ . ..+pk)O1+~@A.) is an inde- 
composable P V. 
Proof Applying Proposition 2.3 to a direct sum (GL(l)k x H, 
p, + . . . + pk), we have our assertion. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (G, p, 8) be an indecomposable reductive PV. Assume 
that all irreducible components of (G, 3, 8) are regular PVs. Then (G, 8, 8) 
is obtained from (1.1) N (1.24) by a finite number of the PV-equivalences in 
Propositions 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and castling transformations. 
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ProoJ: We shall prove the theorem by induction on k. By Theorems 1.3 
and 2.1, it holds for k = 2, 3. Assume that the theorem holds for k. We shall 
consider the case when k + 1, namely, (c?, 3, 8) is of the form 
(GL(l)k+’ XC, p, + ... + pk + ph + , ). Since (G, b, P) is indecomposable, 
we may assume that (GL( l)k x G, p, + ... + pk) is indecomposable. By the 
assumption of the induction, (GL( 1)” x G, p, + + pk , + pk) is castling 
equivalent to one of the following: (I) (GL( 1 )k x (G’ x SL(2)) x H, 
(p,+ ... +pk~,)O1+(lOn,)@~), where (H,t) is one of (SL(2),,4,), 
(Sp(n), /i,) (n>2), or (Spin(lO), half-spin rep.); (II) (GL(l)“x HxSL(n), 
(p,+ ... +pkp,)@l +r@/1,) with degt=n, where (GL(l)kp’xH, 
PI+ . . . + pk , ) is an indecomposable PV; (III) (GL( 1 )k x H x Z(n), 
a@1 +r@n,), where (GL(l)k ’ x H, a) is a direct sum of (GL( 1)” x H’, 
p,+ ... +p,) and (GL(l)‘x H”, P,~+~+ ... +p,-~,) (t=k-s-l), and 
degr=n. In the case of (I) (resp. (II), (III)), if pk+, IH= 1 (resp. 
pk + ,I SL,n, = 1 ), then by the assumption of the induction, the theorem holds 
for (GL( 1)” x G, p, + . + pk , + pk + , ) (resp. each indecomposable part 
of (GL(l)k x G, p1 + . . . + pk , + ph + , )), hence for (G, ,L?, r). Assume that 
P~+~I~Z~ b-w P~+&~~~, # 1) in the case of (I) (resp. (II), (III)). Then 
by Theorem 1.3, (GL( 1 )* x G, pk + pk + , ) is castling equivalent to one of 
(1.27) and ( 1.28) in Theorem 1.3. If (GL( 1) x G, pk + , ) is castling equiv- 
alent to a trivial PV, (G, b, p) is obtained from (GL( 1)’ x G, p, + . + pk) 
by castling transformations and the PV-equivalence in Proposition 2.3. If 
(GL(l)kxG, p,+ ... +pk)=(II) and (GL(l)xG,p,)=(SL(n)xGL(n), 
n,@n,), then (G,j, 8) is of the form (GL(l)k+‘xSL(n)xH’xSL(n), 
(P,f '.. +Pk~,)01+/i,OlO/1T+lOPk+, ). Since the generic isotropy 
subgroup of (Z(n) x CL(n), LI, @A:) is isomorphic to {(A, A): 
A E Z(n)}, it is a PV if and only if (GL(l)k x H’x SL(n), p, + . . . + 
pk ~, + pk+ ,) is a PV. By the assumption of the induction, (GL( l)k x 
H’x=b), PI+ ... +Pk-1 +Pk+, ), hence (6, fi, v), is obtained in the 
desired way. Q.E.D. 
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